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1. Integrating the vast information of all of the previous FCT seminars. 

2. Presentation, testing and detailed analysis of very ill and puzzling patients, in person, and otherwise, with 
diverse pathologies. This also includes a documented cancer case with decreasing markers while on 
homeopathic cancer vaccine. 

3. Body mapping: An additional testing method designed for particularly ill patients. 

4. Is there a progressive potency adaptability to on the part of patients?  If yes, what to do?  

5. Newest BRT and Rx. tips with more on diagnostic uses of Vacuum filter – uncovering positive findings 
behind negative readings. 

6. Management of a very difficult patient. 

7. Brief discussion concerning the physiology of the endocrine system. 

8. Can DNA be a universal and perfect detoxifier by and of itself?  

9. When there is no way out:  Blood autoisode treatments. The miracles and dangers of.  Its modifications: 
whole blood vs. serum isodes in addressing multi-toxic, infectious and autoimmune states.  

10. Dead end street:  sick white blood cells.  Diagnostic and therapeutic strategy.  

11. Life prolongation, the FCT way: FCT's single remedy for longevity. 

12. Re-emphasizing an importance of the body's main power engine – endocrine system – in overall health and 
immune competence. 
• A new and powerful way of recharging the immune and endocrine organs: alloying homeopathic 

sarcodes and glandulars. 

13. Role of skeletal muscles in low energy states. 

14. Revisiting old friends, parasites 
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15. Problem-solving algorithm:  Examining the entire (patho) physiologic loop. 

16. Knowing our strengths and weaknesses: medical models and importance of their clear understanding.  
What they are and aren't capable of. 

a)  Analysis of the key difference between conceptually weak and hopeless models and minor technical 
weaknesses within sound and robust ones:  A missing bolt in the sound model of spaceship vs. attaching 
wings to a refrigerator. 

b)  Conceptual collapse of pharmaceutical medicine.  Dangers of zinc and other supplements.  

17. Examining  the entire immune network. 

18. To beef or not to beef: importance of animal source proteins and saturated fats in detoxification of heavy 
metals.   

19. Can bones be involved in systemic ill effects ? 

20. Testing and treating at the fundamental evolutionary level: Are we all just a bunch of evolved microbes? 

21. Lyme disease 
a) epidemic nature of frightening proportions. 
b)   great masking nature.  
c)  phenomenal symptomatic similarity to mercury. 
d)  ability to harbor and release mercury in chronic cases. 
e)  key differentiating traits between mercury and Lyme 
f)   The management of Lyme disease: skills, precision, patience. 
g)  Case presentations of extremely ill Lyme patients: CFS, paralysis, seizures, ALS, MS, encephalitis. 

22. New research findings confirming FCT®'s infections-metals connection. 

23. New research confirming FCT®'s contention concerning EMF's role in our speedy demise. 

24. New research findings concerning microbes' ability to insert their DNA into ours! 

25. Presentation of a more expanded and global model of health and disease.  Its salient practical implications 
in daily practice.  Comments, in light of this information as to progress and pace of recovery to be expected 
from patients.  
 

26. Basic laws of therapy and mode of its administration: model, means, frequency, length, etc. 

27. Is the Armageddon closer than we think?  A recent UN Millenial Ecosystem Assessment Report. 

28. Students testing themselves utilizing newly learned information as time allows. 

29. Students complain about needing another day and go home. 

 

 

To order this DVD set, please go to www.yurkovsky.com/order-videos-kits.pdf. 
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